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The equation describing the radial transport of toroidal momentum in a collisional subsonic plasma
with steep gradients has been obtained via a systematic expansion of the two-fluid equations. The
diffusion rate is classical; the poloidal rotation, driven by the temperature gradient, generates, in
turn, a toroidal flow gradient, also in Ohmic discharges. Moreover, important modifications of the
parallel momentum equation are found to arise if L1[(n i /V i)(q2R2/rLT) is >O(1/3); the
poloidal rotation velocity is then no longer unique but obeys a cubic equation which may allow for
bifurcated equilibria under certain conditions. The toroidal velocities predicted for Ohmic
discharges compare well with those measured in PLT @Princeton Large Torus; S. Suckewer et al.,
Nucl. Fusion 21, 1301 ~1981!#; the relevance of the extended equation providing the poloidal
rotation velocity to selected experimental edge plasmas is discussed. © 2000 American Institute of
Physics. @S1070-664X~00!04009-X#I. INTRODUCTION
The neoclassical theory of plasma poloidal and toroidal
rotation has been a long evolving subject. Attention will be
focused here on the high collisionality regime. The predic-
tions of the various models that are described in the literature
have to be relativized in view of ~i! the scaling adopted with
regard to the ratio of the toroidal flow velocity to the sound
and ion thermal speeds @cs;ci , ci[(Ti /mi)1/2#; ~ii! the for-
mulation of the viscosity stress tensors: it is known indeed
that Braginskii’s expressions1 lead to Uu ,i50 for the poloi-
dal velocity; this contrasts with the result Uu ,i
5k ]rTi /eiBw obtained from a Vlasov–Boltzmann
approach;2 Braginskii’s stress tensors have therefore been
corrected by Mikhailowskii and Tsypin;3 ~iii! the self-
consistency of the assumptions that are introduced.
Hogan,4 Hinton and Wong,5 and Connor et al.6 studied
the relaxation of toroidal flows with velocities of the order of
the sound speed, starting from either Braginskii’s two-fluid
equation4,6 or the Vlasov–Boltzmann equation.5 Hogan ob-
tained an effective neoclassical diffusion coefficient,
m’ ,i5h2,i~112.31q2!,
for the toroidal angular momentum, h2,i51.2Pin i /V i
2 being
the second Braginskii’s perpendicular viscosity coefficient,
and q the safety factor ~the definition of the collision fre-
quency n i is that of Ref. 1 and V i5eiB/mi!. By contrast,
Hinton and Wong and Connor et al. obtained the classical
rate,
m’ ,i5h2,i .
a!Electronic mail: a.rogister@fz-juelich.de3691070-664X/2000/7(9)/3699/8/$17.00
Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject toThe difference probably arises because Hogan imposed ~ar-
tificially! the constraint of pure toroidal flows. The agree-
ment between the two other groups of authors is a conse-
quence of that the Mikhailowskii–Tsypin corrections to
Braginskii’s stress tensors are negligible if Uw ,i
@Ti]r ln Ni /eiBu and ]rPi /NieiBu .
Radial transport of toroidal momentum in tokamaks7–9
often occurs at rates that are faster than the classical rate by
two orders of magnitude. In view of this, Stacey and
Sigmar10 undertook showing that the gyrostresses, as modi-
fied by toroidal geometry effects, are of the proper magni-
tude to explain the momentum confinement time inferred
from experiments. Subsequently, Stacey11 and Rogister12 al-
lowed for short gradient lengthscales, i.e., L’!qR , in accor-
dance with the conditions prevailing at the plasma edge and
in the vicinity of transport barriers. Those theories, however,
failed to consider the Mikhailowskii–Tsypin corrections3 to
the Braginskii stress tensor and thereby largely overesti-
mated the role of gyroviscosity, as will be explained in the
next sections. More recently, Claassen and Gerhauser ob-
tained the classical toroidal momentum transport equation,13
miNi
]Uw ,i
]t
5
]
]r Fh2,iS ]Uw ,i]r 2 0.107q
2
11Q2/S2
] ln Ti
]r
Bw
Bu
Uu ,iD G
1miNi~m˙ w ,i2ncxUw ,i!1JrBu , ~1!
for tokamak plasmas with circular cross sections and L’!r
!qR . m˙ w ,i represents the average toroidal ion acceleration
by an external momentum source ~associated with, e.g., neu-
tral beams!; 2ncxUw ,i describes the slowing down of the
rotation via charge exchange with cold recycling neutrals;
JrBu is the torque exerted on the plasma in experiments with
a polarization current.14,15 The quantities Q and S have been
defined in Ref. 12:9 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
 AIP license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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S5~2rx i ,iNi
21!/q2R2 ~3!
~x i ,i53.9Pi /min i is the parallel heat diffusion coefficient1!.
The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. ~1! arises from
the perpendicular stress tensor; it has been obtained previ-
ously in Refs. 5 and 6. The second term arises from the
gyrostress tensor and is novel; it acts as a toroidal momen-
tum source also in an Ohmic plasma; the exact condition
under which it can be neglected in the initial relaxation of a
given toroidal velocity profile can be explicited from Eq. ~1!.
Worth noting is that the ratio of the first two terms is inde-
pendent of the collision frequency, although the ratio
h2,i /h3,i of the perpendicular and gyroviscosity coefficients1
is 2.4n i /V i . This apparent paradox is resolved by noting
that the density, e.g., can be written in the form12
Ni5Ni
(0)(r)@11ncos(1) cos u1nsin(1) sin u# with ncos(1) /nsin(1)
52(Bw /B)Q/S}ni /Vi and ncos(1) , nsin(1)!1.
The generalization of Eq. ~1! to large aspect ratio toka-
mak plasmas with arbitrary cross sections will be given in
the next sections. In order to complete the picture of plasma
rotation, an equation for the poloidal velocity will also be
derived. For tokamak plasmas with L’!r!qR and circular
cross sections, it can be written as
Uu ,i11.833~eiBw!21
]Ti
]r
50.36
h2,i /h0,i
11Q2/S2 q
2R2
eiBw
Ti
] ln Ti
]r F TieiBu ]Uw ,i]r
1
1
2 Uw ,i
2 2Uw ,i
Bw
Bu
S Uu ,i2 TieiBw ] ln Ni
2Ti
]r D
11.90
Bw
2
Bu
2 S Uu ,i20.8 TieiBw ] ln Ni
1.6Ti
]r D
2G
2
2R2
3h0,i
JrBw ~4!
~h0,i50.96Pi /n i is the parallel viscosity coefficient1!. The
standard neoclassical result Uu ,i521.833 (eiBw)21]Ti /]r
is therefore invalid, if either ruLTu/3q2R2<n i /V i , where
LT5(] ln Ti /]r)21 or 0.3nˆ iUw ,i /ci.1, where nˆ i5qRn i /ci ;
we note that the plasma is in the high collisionality regime
if16 nˆ i.0.222.
Equations ~1! and ~2! are amenable to a cubic equation
for Uu ,i for prescribed temperature and density profiles. The
poloidal flow velocity can therefore assume either one or
three different values, depending on the experimental condi-
tions. This conclusion is reminiscent of the multivalued be-
havior of the neoclassical heat flux with respect to LT ob-
tained earlier in the framework of the revisited neoclassical
theory17,18 when q.5. It suggests also the possibility of bi-
furcated rotation profiles.
As usual, the radial electric field finally obtains from the
radial momentum balance equation,
Er5BuUw ,i2BwUu ,i1~Ti /ei!] ln Pi /]r . ~5!Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject toThe remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
general formulation of the ambipolarity constraint and of a
suitably weighted flux surface average of the parallel mo-
mentum equation are presented in Sec. II; the ordering
scheme that we shall adopt is then discussed. The explicit
ambipolarity constraint and parallel momentum equation,
simplified self-consistently following the ordering scheme,
are obtained in Secs. III and IV for arbitrary cross sections
@Eqs. ~16! and ~22!#. After briefly summarizing our results,
we compare in Sec. V the predictions of the theory with
experimental data on toroidal rotation in PLT ~Princeton
Large Torus!7 Ohmic discharges; we show further the rel-
evance of the novel terms obtained in the parallel momentum
equation in predicting correctly the poloidal rotation velocity
in high-density discharges. Since the Mikhailovskii–Tsypin
modifications of the stress tensor play such an important
role, an outline of the underlying theory is presented in the
Appendix.
II. GENERAL FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM AND
ORDERING
We consider an electron–ion plasma with ei52ee5e
and hence Ne5Ni . We shall be concerned with the projec-
tions of the momentum equations, summed over both spe-
cies, onto the toroidal and the parallel ~to B! directions, viz.,
@"Pi1miNi~] t1Ui" !Ui#"eˆw5BxJc ~6!
and
@~Pe1Pi!1"Pi1miNi~] t1Ui" !Ui# nˆ50. ~7!
Pi is the ion stress tensor ~see Appendices A and B!; Pe and
Pi are the electron and ion scalar pressures; nˆ[B/B is the
unit vector tangent to the local magnetic field line; c, x, and
w are the toroidal flux surface coordinate, the generalized
poloidal angle and the toroidal angle, respectively. We have
considered axisymmetric plasmas ~]/]w[0 when applied to
scalars! in the limit me /mi→0; in that approximation we
may consider that ]Te /]x[0. Dividing Eq. ~6! by Bx and
integrating over a flux surface yields the ambipolarity con-
straint,
R hwhxBx21@"Pi1miNi~] t1Ui" !Ui#"eˆwdx
5 R hwhxJcdx . ~8!
The left-hand side of Eq. ~8! vanishes if there is no current
injection. A second one-dimensional equation is obtained by
integrating the product of Eq. ~7! with Bhc over a flux sur-
face:
R JB@"Pi1miNi~] t1Ui" !Ui#"nˆdx50. ~9!
Indeed, nˆ"[(Bx /B)hx21]x ; hence r hwhxBhcnˆ"Pdx
52r P]x(hwhcBx)dx[0 in view of "B5J21
3]x(hwhcBx)50. J is the Jacobian of the transformation
dr→hcdc eˆc1hxdx eˆx1hwdw eˆw ; in the following, hc
51/hwBx , where hw5R is the major radius; hx is to be
obtained from an equilibrium calculation. AIP license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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52 eˆw ln hw ; hence
~Ui"Ui!"eˆw5Ui"Uw ,i2~Ui" eˆw!"Ui
5hw
21~hx
21Ux ,i]x1hc
21Uc ,i]c!hwUw ,
from which it follows that the inertia term in Eq. ~8! can be
transformed into
mi R hwJ] t~NiUw ,i!dx1mi]c R hwJhc21NiUw ,iUc ,idx .
We have made use of "(NiUi)52] tNi ; the last term is the
divergence of the radial flux of angular momentum. Noting
further that the various stress tensors are of the form
P5ab1ba ~10!
~see Appendix A!, it is easily shown by an analogous proce-
dure that
R hwhxBx21~"Pi!"eˆwdx5]c R hwJhc21Pcw .
The ambipolarity constraint ~8! can therefore be rewritten as
] t R JhwmiNiUw ,idx1]c R hc21Jhw
3~miNiUw ,iUc ,i1Pwc!dx5 R hc21JJcdx . ~88!
With the ordering adopted both here and in Ref. 12 @cf. Eq.
~12!#, the contributions arising from the density evolution
and from the radial flux of angular momentum are negligible
in the framework of the neoclassical theory of a one ion
species plasma.
Equation ~9! can also be transformed by noting that, in
view of ~10!:
R JB~"Pi!"nˆdx
5]c R JBhc21Pcidx2 R J~Pcihc21]cB
1Pxihx
21]xB !dx2 R JB@ pˆ" nˆ"pˆPcc
1 pˆ" nˆ"bˆ Pcb1bˆ " nˆ"pˆPbc1bˆ " nˆ"bˆ Pbb
1 nˆ" nˆ"pˆP ic1 nˆ" nˆ"bˆ P ib# . ~98!
Here, pˆ[ eˆc is the normal to the flux surface and bˆ [ nˆ3 pˆ
5(Bw /B) eˆx2(Bx /B) eˆw is the binormal to the field line.
The Christoffel symbols in the coordinate system pˆ , bˆ , nˆ
have been given in Appendix A of Ref. 19 @an error was
made in transcribing Eq. ~A8!, which should read as
bˆ "bˆ "nˆ5 nˆ" ln(Bhc)]. Worth noting is that pˆ" nˆ"pˆ
52bˆ " nˆ"bˆ 2 nˆ" ln B ~and, of course, bˆ " nˆ"bˆ 52bˆ
"bˆ "nˆ!, Pcb5Pbc , pˆ" nˆ"bˆ 1bˆ " nˆ"pˆ52(BwBx /B2) pˆ
" ln n, where n[hxBw /hwBx is the local pitch angle of
the magnetic field line, nˆ" nˆ"bˆ 5bˆ " ln B, and nˆ" nˆ"pˆ
5 pˆ" ln B1m0B22pˆ"(Pe1Pi) @the low b[2m0(Pe
1Pi)/B2 approximation will be considered here and the lastDownloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject toterm neglected#; last, ab stands for a"bˆ . The contribution of
the inertia term to Eq. ~9! can finally be cast into the form
R JB@miNi~] t1Ui" !Ui#"nˆdx
5 R JBmiNi] tU i ,idx1 R miNi~B/Bx!@Ux ,i]xU i ,i
1Ub ,i
2 ~Bx /B !]x ln Bhc2U i ,iUb ,i~Bw /B !]x ln B# .
~988!
Information on the poloidal angle dependence of the pro-
files Ni(c ,x), Ti(c ,x), U i ,i(c ,x), and V(c ,x) ~V is the
electrostatic potential! is required to carry out the integrals
on the left-hand side of Eq. ~88! and on the right-hand sides
of Eqs. ~98! and ~99!. This has been obtained in Ref. 12 by
expanding the basic two-fluid equations according to the or-
dering
r
qR ;
L’
r
;S aiL’D
1/2
;
1
nˆ i
;m!1 ~11!
@typically, m;0.1; the assumption nˆ i[qRn i /ci@1 is to vali-
date the use of the two-fluid equations ~high collisionality
regime!#. It was found that the scaling,
U i ,i;Uw ,i;mci , Ub ,i;Ux ,i;m2ci , Uc ,i;m6ci , ~12!
follows automatically from ~11!; another consequence of
~11! is that the profiles of density, temperature, pressure,
electrostatic potential, and of the various velocity compo-
nents can be expanded as
F~c ,x!5F ~0 !~c!1mF ~1 !~c ,x!1fl , ~13!
with r F (1),(2),. . .(c ,x)dx50. The relations between Ni(1) ,
Ti
(1)
, Pi
(1)
, V (1), U i ,i
(2)
, and B (1)5B2B (0)(c) are given for
arbitrary cross sections in Eqs. ~45!–~48! and ~52! of Ref.
12; explicit results for circular cross sections are shown in
Eqs. ~63! and ~64!. @Note: we have written U i ,i5mU i ,i
(1)(c)
1m2U i ,i
(2)(c ,x)1fl as U i ,i;mci ; the equations of Ref. 12
quoted above are independent of the model adopted for the
stress tensors.# The function B(c ,x) can be considered as
known for our purposes. We finally stress that the scaling
~11! implies that ruLTu/q2R2;n i /V i ; leading-order modifi-
cations to the standard neoclassical result for Ux ,i will there-
fore be obtained @see the remark below Eq. ~4!#.
Toroidal velocities roughly of the order of the sound
speed are observed in discharges with high-power neutral
beam injection. The scaling U i ,i;Uw ,i;ci would, however,
lead to results identical to those of Hinton and Wong5 and of
Connor et al.6—i.e., to an equation less general than Eq.
~1!—unless we also upscale ai /L’ to order m ~in order that
Uu ,i;mci!. Such a new ordering would presumably also in-
crease the radial flux of angular momentum in Eq. ~8! to
values comparable with those of the other terms. Hence it is
of interest for further work.
III. EXPLICIT AMBIPOLARITY CONSTRAINT
The parallel stress tensor does not contribute to the am-
bipolarity equation ~88! since (P0,i)wc50, see Eq. ~A1!; this AIP license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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of momentum in elastic collisions. The contributions from
the components (P3 – 4,i)wc and (P1 – 2,i)wc can be easily
evaluated in leading order with the help of Eqs. ~A2! and
~A3!. Thus Eq. ~88! becomes
mi R JhwNi] tUw ,idx2 R hwhxJcdx
5~mi /ei!]cS hw2 Bw2 R B24@Pi]x~U i ,iB !11.6q i ,i]xB#
3dx11.2hw
2 Bw
2 R hwhx~n i /V i!
3~Bx /Bw!B22Pi]cU i ,idx D . ~14!
The first term on the right-hand side, respectively, the second
term, is the contribution from the gyroviscous tensor, respec-
tively, from the perpendicular stress tensor. The integrals can
be simplified by making use of the expansion ~13! and the
results of Ref. 12. Hence
2pmiJhwNi
]Uw ,i
]t
2 R hwhxJcdx
5
mi
ei
hw
2 Bw
2 ]
]c H 2 PiB3 FhwBw TieiB S 3ei ]VTi]c
1
] ln TiNi
21
]c D 13U i ,iG R ]n ~1 !]x b ~1 !dx
212.48
Pi
B3
Ti
min i
Bx
B hx
21 R ]2n ~1 !]x2 b ~1 !dx
11.2
Pi
B2
n i
V i
hx
Bw
hc
21 ]U i ,i
]c J . ~148!
Here, n (1)5mN (1)(c ,x)/N (0)(c) and b (1)5mB (1)(c ,x)/
B (0)(c); all other quantities appearing in Eq. ~148! are
leading-order ones, i.e., functions of c only. The first and
third terms on the right-hand side arise from Braginskii’s
gyro- and perpendicular stress tensors; the second term—
where we have replaced ]xt i
(1) by 22]xn (1) @cf. Eq. ~45! in
Ref. 12; this relation is a consequence of constant pressure
along the field lines: ](pe(1)1pi(1))/]x50 and of electron
adiabaticity: ]te
(1)/]x50#—is inherent to the
Mikhailowskii–Tsypin correction of the gyrostresses. The
relation between ]x
2n (1) and ]xn (1) follows directly from Eq.
~52! of Ref. 12:
2x i ,i
Bx
B hx
21 ]
2n ~1 !
]x2
5NiFhwBw TieiB S 4ei ]VTi]c 1 ] ln Ti
3/2Ni
21
]c D 14U i ,iG
3
]n ~1 !
]x
15hwBw
Pi
eiB
] ln Ti
]c
]b ~1 !
]x
. ~15!
As a consequence, the first two terms on the right-hand side
of Eq. ~148! have a similar structure; adding yieldsDownloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject to2pmiJhwNi] tUw ,i2 R hwhxJcdx
5~mi /ei!hw
2 ]cF20.4Pi~Ux ,i /Bx! R b ~1 !]xn ~1 !dx
11.2~2p!Pi~n i /V i!hxB21hc
21]cUw ,iG . ~16!
It is remarkable that 0.4Ux ,i results from the following
combination of terms:
0.4BwUx ,i5~6.426 !~hc
21]cV1BxUw ,i!1~Ti /ei!
3hc
21@~2.422 !]c ln Ti1~21.612 !]c ln Ni# ,
where the first, respectively the second, coefficients @~6.4,
2.4, 21.6!, respectively ~26, 22, 12!#, arise from Bragin-
skii’s stress tensor, respectively the Mikhailovskii–Tsypin
corrections. Braginskii’s formulation therefore leads to an
overestimate of the gyroviscous effects by a factor of order
6/0.4515! @We have noted that Uw5BwU i /B1O(m2) and
] ln B;m2]c ln P within the framework of our ordering.# Ap-
propriate forms of b (1)(52e cos x) and n (1) for circular
cross-section tokamaks, in particular,
nsin
~1 !525e~11Q2/S2!21~eiBwS !21hc21]cTi ~17!
@see Eqs. ~63! and ~64! of Ref. 12#, yields the ambipolarity
equation ~1! given in the introductory section; we have de-
fined n (1)5ncos
(1) cos x1nsin
(1) sin x and e5r/R .
IV. EXPLICIT PARALLEL MOMENTUM EQUATION
The evaluation of the various contributions to Eq. ~9!,
the ~weighted! parallel momentum equation, is clearly a
technical matter. Since, however, modifications to the con-
ventional neoclassical result when
L1[
n i
V i
q2R2
rL’
;1, ~18!
are obtained here for the first time, we shall provide sepa-
rately the different terms in the framework of our expansion
scheme.
~i! The contribution from the parallel stress tensor is
R JB"P0,i"nˆdx
53h0,ihx
21@Ux ,i11.83~eiBw!21hc
21]cTi#
3 R ~]xb ~1 !!2dx20.123miNi
3@3.69Ux ,i21.56~Ti /eiBw!hc21]c ln Ni2Ti#
3~Bw
2 /Bx
2 !@4Ux ,i22.5~Ti /eiBw!hc21]c ln Ni2Ti#
3 R b ~1 !]xn ~1 !dx . ~19a!
We have made use of ]xt i
(1)522]xni
(1) @Eq. ~45!, Ref. 12#
and ~repeatedly! of Eq. ~15! to obtain this expression.
~ii! The contribution from the gyrostress tensor is AIP license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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50.4~mi /ei!hwBw]cF ~Pi /Bx!Ux ,i R b ~1 !]xn ~1 !dx G
22~mi /ei!hwBw$~Pi /Bw!]cUw ,i1Bx
21]cPi
3@~Ti /eiBw!hc
21]c ln TiNi
22Ux ,i#%
3 R b ~1 !]xn ~1 !dx . ~19b!
A cancellation similar to that mentioned below Eq. ~16! has
taken place in the first term; thus, the Braginskii formulation
again would lead to an overestimate of the novel terms in the
parallel momentum equation.
~iii! The contribution from the perpendicular stress ten-
sor is simply
R JB"P1 – 2,i"nˆdx522phwBw]c~h2,ihxhc21]cUw ,i!.
~19c!
~iv! The contribution from inertia can be written asDownloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject toR JBmiNi~] t1Ui" !Ui"nˆdx
52pmiNihx~Bw /Bx!] tUw ,i2miNi
3$Uw ,i
2 22Bx
22~BxUw ,i2BwUx ,i!
3@BwUx ,i2~Ti /ei!hc
21]c ln TiNi
2#%
3 R b ~1 !]xn ~1 !dx . ~20!
It is interesting to note that the contributions from inertia,
gyroviscosity, and perpendicular viscosity combine into the
relatively simple result:
R JB@miNi~] t1Ui" !Ui1"~P3 – 4,i1P1 – 2,i!#"nˆdx
522miNiF TieiBx hc21 ]Uw ,i]c 1 12 Uw ,i2 1 BwBx2 hc21 ]V]c
3S Ux2 TieiBw hc21 ] ln Ni
2Ti
]c D G
3 R b ~1 !]xn ~1 !dx1 R BwhxJcdx; ~21!
the time derivative in Eq. ~20! and the h2,i term in ~19c! have
eliminated each other in view of the ambipolarity equation
~16!. Finally, Eqs. ~21! and ~19a! can be combined into
~within an error margin of less than four percent!:R JB@miNi~] t1Ui" !Ui1"Pi#"nˆdx
53h0,ihx
21@Ux ,i11.83~eiBw!21hc
21]cTi# R ~]xb ~1 !!2dx22miNi$~Ti /eiBx!hc21]cUw ,i10.5Uw ,i2
2~Bw /Bx!Uw ,i@Ux ,i2~Ti /eiBw!hc
21]c ln Ni
2Ti#11.90~Bw /Bx!2@Ux ,i20.8~Ti /eiBw!hc
21]c ln Ni
1.6Ti#2%
3 R b ~1 !]xn ~1 !dx1Bwhx R Jcdx50. ~22!Equations ~22! and ~17! lead to the result ~4! for large aspect
ratio tokamaks with circular cross sections.
V. DISCUSSION
We have obtained, for the first time, the complete equa-
tions describing the poloidal and toroidal rotations of a
plasma within the framework of neoclassical theory. Equa-
tions ~16! and ~22!, supplemented by Eq. ~15!, are valid for
large aspect ratio tokamaks whose cross sections may be
noncircular ~weak ellipticity, triangularity, etc.!. Equations
~1! and ~4! follow for circular cross sections. Our results
have been derived in the framework of the two-fluid equa-
tions; they apply therefore to the high collisionality regime.
The Mikhailowskii–Tsypin corrections3 lower the contribu-tions of gyroviscosity in both the toroidal momentum
~equivalently the ambipolarity! equation and the poloidal
~equivalently the parallel! momentum equation that would
otherwise result from Braginskii’s tensor1 by one order of
magnitude @see the comments below Eqs. ~16! and ~19b!#.
The remaining contribution to the ambipolarity equation is
obtained from the perpendicular stress tensor and coincides
with the result derived earlier by Hinton and Wong5 and by
Connor et al.6 Novel contributions to the weighted parallel
momentum equation have also been obtained. Those are im-
portant if the parameter L1 @Eq. ~18!#, introduced for the first
time in Ref. 12, is O(1/3) or larger—as results from the
comparison of the last term of Eq. ~4! to
1.83(eiBw)21]Ti /]r—or if the ratio Uw ,i /ci of the toroidal
velocity to the ion thermal speed is O(3 nˆ i21)—as results AIP license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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side of Eq. ~4! to the left-hand side; here nˆ i5qRn i /ci is the
relevant collisionality parameter.
It was shown in Refs. 17 and 18 that the ~sub!neoclassi-
cal heat flux can assume identical values for three distinct
ion temperature length scales LT ,i5(]r ln Ti)21 if the safety
factor is larger than A5. Equation ~4! is a cubic with respect
to Uu ,i . We therefore also expect bifurcated solutions under
certain conditions. This will be the subject of another paper.
We now briefly discuss the relevance of the above re-
sults to some experiments and suggest a further useful exten-
sion of the theory.
~1! In the absence of any external momentum source
and of friction, Eq. ~1! predicts a stationary toroidal rotation
velocity gradient,
]rUw ,i~r !50.107kq2~]r ln Ti!2~Ti /eiBu!,
if L1!1, since Uu ,i5k(Ti /eiBw)]r ln Ti and Q2/S2!1 in
that case. In the Pfirsch–Schlu¨ter regime, kPS521.83 @see
Eq. ~4!# and the toroidal velocity gradient is negative if Bu
.0 or positive if Bu,0; the toroidal velocity in the confined
plasma will then be in the direction of the plasma current
~codirection! if it vanishes on the last closed flux surface. In
the banana regime,2 kb51.17 and the toroidal velocity gra-
dient changes sign. These predictions are consistent with ex-
perimental results from PLT,7 which indicate that, without
beam injection, a small but consistent toroidal rotation exists
in the direction of the plasma current in the plasma periphery
but in the direction opposite to the current in the plasma
center. For the purpose of an analytical estimate, we approxi-
mate q}r2, Bu}r21, and T}exp(2lr) at the plasma periph-
ery. Introducing the PLT experimental parameters B
52.5 T, Ip5450 kA, R051.32 m, and a50.40 m ~limiter ra-
dius! as well as the values Ti’200 eV and uLTu’0.125 m
measured at the radius r[r150.3 m, the above equation—
where we replace q(r1)’2.13, Bu(r1)’0.27 T and (r/r1)5
’exp@5(r2r1)/r1# in the domain rP@r1 ,a#—can readily be
integrated to yield
Uw ,r12Uw ,a’0.66310
3l2r1~52lr1!21
3$exp@~52lr1!~a/r121 !#21%
’0.73104 ms21,
which compares well with the measured value Uw ,r1’1
3104 ms21. We note that the collisionality parameter nˆ i
;0.15 if NiZeff5331019 m23 at r5r1 ; the plasma is there-
fore mostly in the Pfirsch–Schlu¨ter collisionality regime
( nˆ i>0.222)16 in the domain under consideration.
~2! High edge collisionalities are achieved in the radia-
tive Improved confinement mode21 of TEXTOR 94 and in an
ALCATOR C-MOD.22
Figure 3 of Ref. 21 shows that Ti;Te’50 eV, Ne
’8.031018 m23, LTe’331022 m and LNe’131022 m at
the last closed flux surface of Ip5400 kA, B52.25 T, N¯ e ,o
’6.031019 m23 discharges with auxiliary heating at the pe-
riphery of which about 70% of the total power is radiated,
owing to either neon or argon seeding ~note that this line
average density corresponds to Greenwald’s limit;23 auxil-Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject toiary heating is usually achieved with neutral beam coinjec-
tion and ion cyclotron waves!. Since R051.75 m and a
50.46 m in TEXTOR-94, the edge collisionality parameter
nˆ i in those deuterium discharges was
nˆ i’2.7,
if we assume Zeff52; the assumption of high collisionality
( nˆ i.0.222) is thus verified. The parameter L1 in turn was
L1’0.5.
Under those conditions, deviations from the conventional
neoclassical result and even bifurcated solutions can be ex-
pected for the poloidal velocity Uu ,i at the edge of RI mode
TEXTOR discharges. A detailed study will be the subject of
another paper.
Figures 8 and 9 of Ref. 22 show that Ti’50 eV,
Ne’4.031019 m23, LTi;231022 m and LNe’331022 m at
the radius r50.20 m of B55.3 T, q(r50.20 m)’4.25,
Ne ,0’1.331020 m23 Ohmically heated deuterium dis-
charges. Since R050.67 m in the ALCATOR C-MOD, the
edge collisionality parameter nˆ i was
nˆ i’6.25,
if we again assume Zeff52. Finally, the parameter L1 was
L1’0.84.
The conclusions that we have arrived at for the
TEXTOR-94 RI mode discharges are therefore a fortiori
valid for those ALCATOR C-MOD Ohmic discharges.
~3! As toroidal velocities are often observed to be of the
order of the sound speed, the scaling relations ~11! and ~12!
underlying the theory may have to be modified. It is expected
that increasing the ratio Uw ,i /ci from m to 1 via an increase
of the ratio ai /L’ from m2 to m would bring the inertia term
in competition with the other terms in the ambipolarity equa-
tion ~8!.
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APPENDIX A: THE STRESS TENSORS AND THE
HEAT FLUXES
In a strongly magnetized plasma (n i /V i!1), the stress
tensor can be split into three parts.
~i! The parallel stress tensor reads as
P0,i523h0,i@ nˆ nˆ2~1/3!I#$@ nˆ"Ui"nˆ2~1/3!"Ui#
1~2/5Pi!@ nˆ"qi"nˆ2~1/3!"qi#%21.84h0,i
3@ nˆ nˆ2~1/3!I#~2/5Pi!@ nˆ"~qi2qi*!"nˆ
2~1/3!"~qi2qi*!1~1/3!qi" ln Pi
2~2/3!qi" ln Ti# , ~A1! AIP license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
3705Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 9, September 2000 Neoclassical theory of rotation and electric field . . .to a sufficient accuracy. Equation ~A1! is a simplified form resulting from Eqs. ~4.9!, ~4.16!, and ~4.17! of Ref. 3 @for our
purpose, the terms Fiqi and (2q i2q i*) iT appearing in Eq. ~4.17! can be neglected; moreover, the parenthesis starting
before MF"q/T should close behind  ln T]. h0,i50.96Pin i21. The heat fluxes qi and qi* are given below in ~iv!.
~ii! The gyrostress tensor is
P3 – 4,i52h3,i$~ pˆ pˆ2bˆ bˆ !@bˆ "Ui"pˆ1 pˆ"Ui"bˆ 1~2/5Pi!~bˆ "qi"pˆ1 pˆ"qi"bˆ !#
2~ pˆbˆ 1bˆ pˆ !@ pˆ"Ui"pˆ2bˆ "Ui"bˆ 1~2/5Pi!~ pˆ"qi"pˆ2bˆ "qi"bˆ !#12~ pˆ nˆ1 nˆ pˆ !@bˆ "Ui"nˆ1 nˆ"Ui"bˆ
1~2/5Pi!~bˆ "qi"nˆ1 nˆ"qi"bˆ !#22~bˆ nˆ1 nˆbˆ !@ pˆ"Ui"nˆ1 nˆ"Ui"pˆ1~2/5Pi!~ pˆ"qi"nˆ1 nˆ"qi"pˆ !#%, ~A2!
to a sufficient accuracy. h3,i5Pi/2V i . The index 3–4 refers to Braginskii’s coefficients h3 and h452h3 . ~It is useful to write
P3 – 4,i , P0,i , and P1 – 2,i in full in order to compare easily the relative orders of magnitude of the different contributions.!
~iii! The perpendicular stress tensor is
P1 – 2,i52h1,i$~ pˆ pˆ2bˆ bˆ !@ pˆ"Ui"pˆ2bˆ "Ui"bˆ 1~2/5Pi!~ pˆ"qi"pˆ2bˆ "qi"bˆ !#1~ pˆbˆ 1bˆ pˆ !
3@ pˆ"Ui"bˆ 1bˆ "Ui"pˆ1~2/5Pi!~ pˆ"qi"bˆ 1bˆ "qi"pˆ !#14~ pˆ nˆ1 nˆ pˆ !@ pˆ"Ui"nˆ1 nˆ"Ui"pˆ
1~2/5Pi!~ pˆ"qi"nˆ1 nˆ"qi"pˆ !#14~bˆ nˆ1 nˆbˆ !@bˆ "Ui"nˆ1 nˆ"Ui"bˆ 1~2/5Pi!~bˆ "qi"nˆ1 nˆ"qi"bˆ !#%, ~A3!
to a sufficient accuracy. h1,i53Pin i/10V i
2
. The index 1–2 refers to Braginskii’s coefficients h1 , h254h1 .~iv! The heat flux qi is given by1,3
qi52~Pi /mi!@3.9n i
21nˆ nˆ"Ti2~5/2!V i21nˆˆTi
22n iV i
22nˆˆ~ nˆˆTi!#
52~Pi /mi!$3.9n i
21nˆ~Bxhx
21/B !]xTi
2V i
21bˆ @~5/2!hc21]cTi22~n i /V i!~Bwhx21/B !]xTi#
1V i
21 pˆ@~5/2!~Bwhx21/B !]xTi12~n i /V i!hc21]cTi#%,
~A4!
to a sufficient accuracy. Furthermore,
qi*51.04~Pi /mi!n i
21nˆ nˆ"Ti . ~A5!
APPENDIX B: OUTLINE OF THE DERIVATION OF Pi
The tensors defined by Eqs. ~A1!–~A3! differ from those
given by Braginskii1 and Balescu24 by the terms involving
the heat flux qi and qi* . Those terms are necessary for the
two-fluid equations to reproduce the expression Uu ,i
521.83]rTi /eiBw predicted by a kinetic analysis2 ~Hazel-
tine’s coefficient k522.1 for the high collisionality regime
has later been modified slightly!. They also play an impor-
tant role both in the ambipolarity ~identically the toroidal
momentum! equation—where the Braginskii formulation
leads to overestimating the effect of gyroviscosity by one
order of magnitude— and in the generalized parallel momen-
tum equation ~which provides the poloidal velocity!. It is
therefore important to show how they arise.
Following Grad’s 21-moment approximation,25 the ion
distribution function in a pure plasma isDownloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject toFi5Ni~pv th,i
2 !23/2 exp~2x2!F11 45 S x22 52 D qiv th,iPi "x
1
8
35 S x427x21 354 D riv th,i3 Pi "x1 PiPi :S xx2 I3 x2D
1
4
7 S x22 72 D siv th,i2 Pi : S xx2 I3 x2D G , ~B1!
in the limit me /mi→0. Here, v th,i5(2Ti /mi)1/2 ~we note
that v th,i5A2ci , where ci is the thermal velocity defined in
the main text! and x5(v2Ui)/v th,i , v being the velocity
field of the particles:
NiUi5E vFid3v ~B2!
is the ion mean velocity,
qi5~mi/2!E uv2Uiu2~v2Ui!Fid3v ~B3!
is the heat flux,
Pi5miE F ~v2Ui!~v2Ui!2 I3 uv2Uiu2GFid3v ~B4!
is the stress tensor;
r5~mi/4!E @ uv2Uiu227v th,i2 #uv2Uiu2~v2Ui!Fid3v ~B5!
and
si5~mi/2!E F ~v2Ui!~v2Ui!2 I3 uv2Uiu2G
3@ uv2Uiu22 72 v th,i
2 #Fid3v ~B6! AIP license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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~B4! and ~B6! are symmetric and that their trace is zero,
reducing the number of tensorial components to ten in total.
Multiplying the Vlasov–Boltzmann equation,
]Fi
]t
1v"Fi1 eimi ~E1vˆB!"
]Fi
]v
5C~Fi ,Fi!
~electron–ion collisions are neglected in the limit
me /mi→0! by F15mi@(v2Ui)(v2Ui)2Iv th,i2 /3# , re-
spectively, F25(mi/2)@(v2Ui)(v2Ui)2Iv th,i2 /3#@ uv2Uiu2
2(7/2)v th,i2 # , and integrating over velocity space leads to
H 25 qi1PiUi2V i~ pˆbˆ 2bˆ pˆ !"PiJ 5E F1C~Fi ,Fi!d3v,
~B7!
respectively,
$~ 710 v th,i2 qi1 25 ri!2V i~ pˆbˆ 2bˆ pˆ !"s%5E F2C~Fi ,Fi!d3v.
~B8!
Here the curly bracket indicates the following operation on
the tensors:
$A%5A1AT2~2/3!I tr A,
where T is the transposed and tr the trace. The above two
equations are coupled by the collision integrals that depend
on both Pi and si . Similarly, qi and ri are collisionally
coupled.
The three types of terms occuring in Eqs. ~B7! and ~B8!
scale as the transit frequency, the gyrofrequency, and the
collision frequency, respectively. Hence, in the high colli-
sionality regime, the equations
$~ pˆbˆ 2bˆ pˆ !"Pi%~0 !50, ~B9!
H 25Pi qi1UiJ
~0 !
5
V i
Pi
$~ pˆbˆ 2bˆ pˆ !"Pi%~1 !, ~B10!
and
H 25Pi qi1UiJ
~1 !
5
V i
Pi
$~ pˆbˆ 2bˆ pˆ !"Pi%~2 !1
1
Pi
E F iC~Fi ,Fi!d3v, ~B11!
which, together with similar equations for si , allow us to
obtain the structure of the tensors P0,i(}n i21), P3 – 4,i
(}V i21), and P1 – 2,i(}n iV i22). The combination of the heat
flux and velocity gradients in ~B9! and ~B10! explains theDownloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject tostructure of the Mikhailovskii–Tsypin stress tensors. Noting
that the heat flux is of order (ai /L’)ciPi @cf. Eq. ~A4!,
where ]2Ti /]x2 and hence ]Ti /]x is of order e(n i /V i)
3(q2R2/rL’)Ti following Eq. ~15!#, the term (2/5Pi)qi
may be neglected if the fluid velocity Ui scales as the ther-
mal velocity—as is usually assumed in homogeneous fluid
theory—not if Ui scales as the diamagnetic velocity, as is the
case in magnetically confined toroidal plasmas. We note fi-
nally that the origin of the parallel flux q* in Eq. ~A1! is the
vector (2/5)ri in Eq. ~B8!.
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